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Abstract
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are a class of hardware reconfigurable
logic devices based on look-up tables (LUTs) and programmable interconnect that
have found broad acceptance for a wide range of applications. However, power consumption is one of the leading obstacles to broader adoption of FPGAs in energyconstrained applications. This thesis addresses active power consumption in FPGAs
through the introduction of fine grain configurable power domains. By introducing
fine grain power controls, sections of the design that have excess timing margins are
able to run at reduced voltage thereby saving power. Delay critical sections can continue to operate at full voltage to maintain the overall performance of the design.
A design flow was developed for the analysis and implementation of these configurable power domains. A test chip using dual core voltages fabricated in a 0.18 pm
CMOS process features these power reduction techniques. The test chip includes an
8x8 array of logic tiles and a 9x9 switch matrix grid. The chip design flow utilizes
a mix of synthesized logic and custom cells. 'The layout required a customized approach to overcome some of the challenges of implementing a fine granularity multiple
voltage design. A set of benchmark circuits shows a measured average energy-delay
improvement of nearly 2X.
Additionally, enhancements for the implemenation of finite impulse response filters
provide a 2.5x improvement in the energy-delay product relative to standard FPGA
architectures. This thesis also addresses static: power consumption by reducing subthreshold leakage through the use of distributed multi-threshold CMOS. A separate
test chip using a 0.13 tm dual VT process demonstrates the advantages of distributed
power gating for sub-threshold leakage reduction by achieving over 10X reduction in
static power.
Thesis Supervisor: Anantha P. Chandrakasan
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Applications with increasing power and performance constraints and trends in the
semiconductor technology roadmap are driving research on energy-aware system design. Energy-aware systems incorporate energy-agile hardware and software to optimize power consumption across varying user and environment demands. Densely
distributed wireless microsensors, multimedia handheld devices, embedded medical
devices, dense high performance computing are some of the applications that are
fueling research and development in this area.
Users of portable electronics expect devices to be smaller, lighter and have more
functionality with each new generation. While the performance of digital systems have
been delivering on this expectation, unfortunately battery technology has not kept
pace. Moore's Law prediction that the number of transistors on a chip roughly doubles
every 2 years has held true for over 40 years [1]. The energy density of a rechargeable
battery however has shown modest improvements and may be approaching the limits
set by chemistry [2].
A system designer has an abundant selection of design approaches and components
to choose from when building an integrated solution. Determing a good platform solution for a particular application dictates solving a multi-variable constraint problem
involving performance, cost, size, power budget, reliability, ease-of-use, and product
lifetime to name a few. These often conflicting constraints need to be evaluated
against a backdrop of constantly evolving technology.

In this thesis, techniques for energy-agile hardware to improve energy-efficiency
for an important class of applications are developed.

Exposing a finer granular-

ity of power control than previously available in reconfigurable hardware allows for
more efficient allocation of power across a system. Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) will form the basis for this approach.

1.1

Introduction to FPGAs

A wide variety of reconfigurable logic devices have been developed over the last few
decades. They range in the granularity of logic elements, method of reconfiguration
and interconnect topology. For this thesis, we focus on FPGAs that have SRAM-based
configuration and have lookup table (LUT) logic elements. FPGAs are currently the
most widely used reconfigurable logic device.
FPGAs have found a growing niche among system designers due to their performance, ease of use, and a relatively shorter development cycle compared to ASIC
design. Xilinx, Altera, Actel, Lattice and others have continued to release faster,
denser parts with better support tools making them able to handle multi-million gate
designs running at hundreds of megahertz clock rates. FPGAs occupy the middle
ground along the curve of flexibility vs performance. ASICs offer the best performance but limited flexibility. General purpose processors and Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) offer the most flexibility by having functionality defined in software but
generally suffer from poorer performance than ASICs by several orders of magnitude.
The gap in performance between ASICs and FPGAs can also be substantial[3]. However, the complexity and cost for designing ASICs can be quite prohibitive for smaller
quantities or short development cycles. Reconfigurable architectures include a broad
class of devices, however this work will focus mainly on FPGAs with SRAM-based
configuration and lookup table (LUT) logic blocks such as found in the Xilinx Virtex
and Altera Stratix family of products.
With increasing fixed costs for deep sub-micron chip fabrication due to increased
mask generation costs, multipurpose hardware with short design cycles will be a

key feature to drive successful new system development.

It has been shown that

FPGAs can outperform processors for a wide class of signal processing tasks due to
an FPGAs ability to implement wide custom datapaths and exploit hardware level
parallelism [4]. While processors can achieve very fast clock speeds, its execution
units are limited in number and handle fixed data widths of typically 16 or 32 bits.
While develoment effort for FPGAs are now approaching that of DSPs with easy to
use design environments, DSPs have an advantage in per unit cost since they tend
to benefit from larger scales of manufacturing. However, even that cost advantage is
shrinking as FPGAs gain wider use.
FPGAs have made it to Mars on unmanned vehicle explorers showing they are
very robust and suitable for a wide range of applications [5]. For widespread use in
embedded systems, such as handheld devices, FPGAs relatively high energy consumption compared to ASICs needs to be addressed. Process scaling in deep sub-micron
process technologies requires design consideration of both active power and leakage
power to meet packaging and performance constraints for all systems not just energyconstrained devices. Power breakdown analysis shows that as much as 70% or more
of the power consumed in an FPGA is attributed to interconnect, clock and control.
The programmable nature of the FPGA interconnect leads to this high overhead.
Commercial vendors have been focused on increasing speed and density of their
designs with impressive results. FPGAs with millions of equivalent logic gates and
speeds of several hundred megahertz are available today. Looking forward, the ITRS
technology roadmap highlights power dissipation as a key challenge to overcome in
high density, high performance designs as design features shrink. Reducing power in
FPGAs is key also for the application of FPGAs to energy constrained systems such
as cell phones, PDAs, other embedded systems.
This work features an FPGA architecture that provides hardware level power
configurability allowing tradeoffs between energy and delay in the interconnect and
logic elements. A feature of the proposed architecture supports the use of multiple
voltage supplies on chip so that hardware resources can be selectively run at lower
voltages in situations where the longer delay can be tolerated (i.e. non-critical path

nets). This work addresses the challenge of effectively setting these power control
knobs in a standard FPGA application design environment by including software
support for determining the appropriate use of the alternative voltage setting.
This thesis advances the state-of-the-art of FPGAs for use in energy-constrained
environments through architecture and circuit enhancements and improved CAD
tools. Further domain-specific optimizations boost target signal processing tasks.
Design for power awareness, as defined in [6], is applied all throughout the design hierarchy. Reconfigurability, low power modes, and automatic shutdown modes feature
heavily in the system design. Also careful consideration is given to the placement of
the components in the design to minimize wire lengths on critical paths.

1.2

FPGA Architecture

While "island-style" FPGA architectures as depicted in Figure 1-1 have evolved over
the years, the core of its architecture has maintained the same basic characteristics.
FPGAs in this clases are comprised of two-dimensional arrays of configurable logic
blocks (CLBs) with a programmable interconnect. This style of reconfigurable logic
array uses SRAM for configuration so that the logic can be reconfigured in the field
as often as is necessary and relatively quickly as compared to EEPROM-based logic.
Each CLB has a number of LUTs, muxes and registers that can be configured
to implement combinational or sequential logic functions. The interconnect is a programmable fabric of switches and buffers that connect together the inputs and outputs
of the CLBs and provide an interface to the I/O on the chip.
In the model of an FPGA assumed for this work, each LUT has 4 inputs and
provides 1 output (see Figure 1-2). A LUT contains 16 memory cells with 16-to-1
multiplexor logic to select the output. Any function of 4 inputs can be implemented
by appropriately configuring the LUT. A collection of LUTs forms a CLB allowing
combinations of 4-input functions. CLBs contain multiplexors to allow selection of
outputs from a local register or combinational bypass.
A flexible interconnect structure in the array allows mapping logic functions span-

Programmable Interconnect

Switch Matrix

S I
Logic Tile

El rl d3

f1 13- Input/Output

Figure 1-1: Representation of island-style SRAM-based FPGA.

01

Figure 1-2: A CLB with a 4-input LUT.

ning several CLBs. A typical programmable interconnect fabric is shown in Figure
1-3. A connection boxes configurable input/output connections between a CLB and
adjacent routing channels. Routing channels are connected using programmable routing switches.
The parameters of the switch fabric include:
* Channel width - total number of wires per column or row between adjacent
switches.
* Segment length - number of CLBs a wire passes between switch block end point.
Typical values are 1, 2, 4 and full length. Full length wires span an entire row
or column.
* Switch element type - tri-state buffer or passgate connections between inputs
and outputs of the switch. Buffers regenerate the signal passing through while

Connection Box

LllldIIICIl

Figure 1-3: Block diagram of FPGA interconnect.

passgates have smaller area overhead.
Place and route software determines the configuration of these switch elements
for the desired design mapping. The computation occurs in the CLBs and results
are routed. As can readily be observed, traversing long distances in an array goes
through many switch elements which can become the dominant source of delay and
power overhead in an FPGA.

1.3

Energy-Aware DSP Applications

This section describes one class of applications that will serve as a target for showcasing energy-aware system design. Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters are a common
component of signal processing applications. The basic computational unit in such a
filter is the multiply-accumulate unit (MAC). Depending on the application the filter

can vary in the number of MACs needed per filter operation. Also the bitwidth depends on the application performance requirements and the length (number of taps)
of the filter which are driven by the characteristics of the received signal.
A block diagram representing a typical filter representation is shown in Figure 1-4.
Often, a designer will base filter length and bitwidths on the worst case conditions
the system will face. However, a flexible system should be able to adapt to a range
in the number of filter taps and bitwidths to handle both time-varying and spatial
variations. Such a system can fine tune its resource usage to meet its performance
requirements. Furthermore, an energy-aware system will adapt its configuration for
current operating conditions.
FPGAs are well suited for this style of system implementation since they offer
fine-grain harware parallelism and the ability to reconfigure those hardware resources.
System clock rates can be adjusted to scale with the performance requirements and
the amount of utilized hardware. The power consumption is similarly a function of
the hardware resources and system throughput. A good design for an FPGA will
balance clock rate, parallelization of the hardware resources and pipelining to meet
performance and minimize power consumption.
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Figure 1-4: A filter processing unit: X(n) represent the input samples and a(n) the
filter coefficients. z - 1 represent delay elements.

1.4

Leakage Power in Deep Submicron Processes

A major concern in CMOS technology scaling is the growth in the contribution of
leakage power to overall power. As the device geometries shrink, the leakage per device
increases due to thinner gate oxides and decreased threshold voltages. Exacerbating
the problem is the increase in the number of devices per unit area. While speed and

area show improvement, power becomes the design limiting constraint. Gate leakage
(gate-to-drain) and subthreshold leakage (drain-to-source) are predicted to account
for as much as 50% or more of total power in future CMOS process generations [7].
Leakage is a particular concern when large portions of the device are idle and the
goal is to minimize standby current.
The projected power consumption for commercial 90-nm FPGAs is the range of
5-8 Watts. The design for these devices share the following characteristics: 200MHz
target frequency, 20,000 LUTs, 20,000 FFs, 1 Mbit on-chip RAM, 64 DSP blocks and
128 I/Os. Static power is considerable at around 1 Watt.

1.5

Contributions of the Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to improve the overall energy consumption for applications
using FPGAs in particular signal processing intensive computations. By shortening
the gap in energy consumption between FPGAs and other solutions, FPGAs can be
an attractive option for applications in energy-constrained environments.
Fine-grain power control is a key feature in this thesis used to improve active
power consumption by as much as 2X. Circuits for supporting programmable dualVDD

logic blocks are analyzed including level converters and power switches. A new

switch block also allows routing tracks to operate on different voltage domains by the

inclusion of dual-VDD buffers.
This thesis presents a modified logic block architecture for more efficient implementation of fixed coefficient filters and other accumulator computations. This enhancement yields a 2.5X improvement in energy-delay. The area overhead is less than

10%.
This thesis also develops software tools for the analysis and implementation of
these architectural enhancements. The tools include the ability to simulate a FPGA
according to a design parameter file. A graphical view of the voltage assignments
allows a user to gain insight through visual inspection of the results.
Two test chips were fabricated that were the first to include multi-VDD and
distributed MTCMOS (in collaboration with B. Calhoun) for FPGAs. CAD tools
were developed to prototype and make use of the hardware level power controls. This
work is the first demonstration of fine grain power control in FPGAs. The techniques
developed in this thesis can also be generalized to other styles of design as principles
for low energy design in deep submicron processes.

1.6

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background on previous work
and the current state of the art in low energy reconfigurable logic. Both commercial
and academic work is presented.
Chapter 3 presents the architecture developed for energy-scalable FPGAs that
forms the cornerstone for this thesis. The architecture for supporting fine grain power
domains is described in detail.
Chapter 4 describes other features including support for filtering that yield a 2.5X
improvement in the energy-delay product. A method for reducing the critical core
area through design partitioning is analyzed.
Chapter 5 presents a computer-aided design flow for mapping designs to a multiVDD

FPGA. Also, other tools are presented that aid in the design and simulation of

the FPGA fabric including layout generators and Verilog testbench generators. Also
the design flow for the dual VDD test chip is described.
Chapter 6 covers physical design and fabrication challenges in the development
of the dual VDD test chip. A detailed description of the custom cells developed is
presented. How the standard design flow was adpated to accommodate the unique

characteristics of a dual VDD design is presented.
Chapter 7 presents the measured results from the test chip and describes the
test setup. The measured data from the chip is analyzed to show confirmation of
functionality. The dual VDD features are tested under various conditions.
Chapter 8 presents the design and fabrication of a test chip addressing subthreshold leakage in a 130nm process. This full custom design introduces distributed finegrain sleep regions to allow partial shutdown of the device to achieve static power
reduction.
Chapter 9 provides conclusions and ideas for future work. Several appendices and
a glossary of terms are also included as reference for the reader.

Chapter 2
Low Power FPGA Background
This chapter provides a description of prior and on-going research on low power
FPGAs. Much of the power modelling and low-power design work for FPGAs has
been carried out in the academic community. Many of the well-known techniques for
low-power ASICs have been applied to the design of FPGAs. Only very recently has
the design of power-aware FPGAs leveraging reconfigurability been explored.

2.1

Overview

Work on low power FPGA can be broadly categorized by the aspect of power reduction
it focuses on. The generalized relationship for power in digital systems has three
components: the operating voltage, frequency of operation, effective transition density
and load capacitance.
In a CMOS design, the total power consumed by active logic is given in Equation 2.1.
Piotal = aCLVlyDf

(2.1)

where a is the average transitions per clock cycle and is a function of the inputs
to the system, CL is the total load capacitance of the circuit, VDD is the operating
voltage and f is the frequency of operation. A designer seeking to lower power has
these parameters to optimize. However, the delay performance of the design must
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Figure 2-1: Distribution of power in a Cypress reconfigurable logic device.

also be taken into consideration. An expression approximating delay in a CMOS gate
taking into account velocity saturation effects is given in Equation 2.2 where a is a
process specific parameter between 1 and 2 [8]. Lowering VDD has an adverse impact
on delay and delay increases drastically as VDD approaches the threshold voltage,Vt,
of the devices. The performance requirements of the design needs to be balanced
against the desire to reduce power in selecting VDD.

Td

VDD
VDD

(VDD - Vt)

(2.2)

Designing an FPGA for low power presents several challenges. Studies have shown
the programmable routing fabric contributes a significant portion of the power dissipation in FPGA designs. The flexibility that an FPGA architecture (such as offerings
from Xilinx, Altera and others) affords comes at a significant overhead for the routing
resources. The power breakdown of Cypress reconfigurable logic device is shown in
Figure 2-1. A platform for benchmarking new low power architectures is a key enabler
for generating good designs for applications of interest.

2.2

FPGA Architecture

In island-style FPGAs, the programmable switch blocks are located on a grid in a
rectangular array of logic. A coordinate system locates a switch element with an

(x,y) pair and uses the four cardinal directions (north, south, east, west) to identify
directions in 2-D space. For this work, all wire segments terminating at a switch have
a connectivity of 3, meaning that they can connect to 1 output on each of the other 3
sides in the corresponding track as shown in Figure 2-2. For example, a south switch
input on track 3 can only connect to track 3 on the north, west and east sides. This
limited flexibility keeps the area overhead at O(n) as the track width increases. A
full crossbar switch does not scale well as the number of inputs increases since the
number of switching elements grows at O(n 2).
N

W

E

Figure 2-2: Illustration of port connections inside a switch matrix.

2.3

Previous Work

Improving the power efficiency and delay of the routing resources in FPGAs has
been explored in recent years. Low swing signaling, hierarchichal networks, and logic
clustering among other techniques have been proposed to reduce the power consumed
by the interconnect.
In [9] and [10], George et. al. demonstrated a low power FPGA prototype combining system level and circuit techniques to improve energy efficiency. This design
included an interconnect hierarchy that includes an inverted tree structure to reduce
the number of routing segments from distant nodes. Other techniques included use

of double edge-triggered registers to reduce transitions on the clock driver tree, low
swing drivers and receivers on interconnects, and random access configuration memory to reduce programming energy. [11] proposes an embedded low-energy FPGA
structure.
A study of power consumption in FPGAs shows a comparative analysis across
multiple vendors that breaks down power usage by internal resource [12]. This work
measured actual chip power and performance at various voltage levels. The measurements included the impact of chip I/O which can be substantial even as core voltage
is reduced. These results were less pessimistic about interconnect power but still
clearly show interconnect to be a dominant source of power dissipation.
FPGA vendors provide some degree of power analysis with their development
tools. Xilinx provides a tool called XPower that will compute predicted power consumption based on user specified clock rates and toggle factors [131. XPower is a very
useful reporting tool, however it doesn't provide a user any mechanisms for reducing
power consumption.
Versatile Place and Route (VPR) is an FPGA CAD tool allowing a large degree
of flexibility in performing analysis on a set of architectural features for FPGAs and
is widely used for research on FPGAs [14]. VPR provides a parameterized model of
common FPGA features such as array size and routing channel width to determine
routability of a user specified netlist.
The placement phase uses simulated annealing with an adaptive schedule and a
cost function tuned to FPGAs through experimentation. The routing phase is based
on a resource graph that is generated from the architectural description. The router
has both a routability-driven and timing-driven engine. The timing-driven router
uses a delay cost function based on physical parameters for the target technology.
An iterative wave expansion algorithm seeks out the lowest delay routing given the
constraints of the available resources.
The tool reports critical path routing delays, routing wirelength and resource
utilization. The VPR tool's core strength is in experimenting with switch element
types, routing channel widths, and logic cluster sizing. VPR does not provide a power

estimate. This open source tool will provide a key component of the customized
software tool chain developed in this thesis.
An evaluation of power efficiency in FPGAs using the fpgaEVA-LP [15] framework
provides some insight into several parameters supported by VPR. fpgaEVA-LP provides a cycle-accurate power simulation with support for glitch analysis. The results
for the benchmarks applied show optimal LUT size of 4 for several routing and cluster
configurations. Results also confirm the importance of subthreshold leakage in future
generations with average leakage power of 59% of total power in 0.1/im technology.
Power Model, another extension to the VPR framework creates a flexible power
model for FPGAs [35]. This work provides an activity factor generator and models
for the dynamic, short-circuit, and leakage power. Dynamic power is estimated using
capacitances calculated by VPR and short circuit power is assumed to be 10% of
dynamic power. Results show 57% of total energy consumed by the routing fabric,
24% by the logic blocks, and 19% by the clock tree. This tool provides very coarse
estimation of leakage based on user-supplied parameters for SRAM leakage and gatesource voltage (V,,) when transistors are off.
Dynamic voltage scaling is a technique that has been applied in the design of
microprocessors and other ASIC designs [24][25]. This technique requires a method
for controlling the voltage and frequency. This control is typically implemented on
chip with a voltage regulator and voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) [37]. Recently, a
study of applying DVS to a commercial FPGA has shown benefits of 4-38% reduction
in power consumption [26]. However, the restriction of a fixed I/O voltage limited
the voltage level the at which the core could operate.
In [44], Li et. al. provide an analysis of a dual threshold technique to reduce
subthreshold leakage and analyzes the use of dual voltage supplies with a fixed assignment on a per CLB basis to reduce active power. A placement algorithm ensures
minimum loss of clock speed by assigning non-critical path logic to lower VDD blocks.
The number of low and high VDD CLBs is fixed apriori. The authors present analysis on what mix of these types of blocks provide the most power savings across the
MCNC benchmarks. The logic block power is reduced on average about 14%. The

interconnect remains on a single VDD supply.
Previous work has looked at optimal methods for choosing a supply voltage to
minimize energy in ASIC designs. Additionally, in [38], the authors looked at dual
supply, dual threshold designs for the data path logic blocks. Using two voltage
supplies , power can be reduced with minimal impact to overall performance. Circuits
off the critical path can run on the lower supply. The results for an ASIC design show
better power reduction using dual VDD than for a more traditional voltage scaling
approach.

Using two fixed supplies reduces the complexity of providing multiple

voltage supplies on a chip.
Two contemporaneous dual-VDD FPGA designs take an approach similar to what
has been proposed in this dissertation. In [46], Li et. al. describe a dual-VDD design
for the configurable logic block showing a 35% power reduction compared to single
VDD. The result also describes CAD tool support for such an approach. The results
also describe using a gate-boosted power switch to reduce leakage when the power
switch is off. [45] extends the above work to include the interconnect fabric.
In [34], Gayasen et. al. also include the interconnect in the analysis for a dual
VDD design. The voltage assigning method that achieved the best results was to first
assign all domains to the high VDD and then reduce to low VDD along the logic and
nets where there is delay slack. The analysis uses Power Model for VPR.
When transfering signals between voltage domains, level converters need to be
considered. In particular, a low voltage output connected to a PMOS gate operating
at a higher voltage will have extra static current due to the PMOS device not being
fully turned off. Level converter designs are evaluated in [28]. We derive our level
converter design from these results and discuss methods of inserting appropriate level
conversion in an FPGA architecture with multiple VDD domains.
In [39], a distributed arithmetic filter design using adaptive precision and variable
voltage demonstrates the ability to achieve 50% to 60% energy savings. The technique
proposed includes 2 identical datapaths with 1 running at a Vm,,

and the other

running at V,i,. For times when the precision of the filter can be reduced, the slower,
lower power datapath is utilized. By time multiplexing between the two datapaths, a

range of precisions can be processed while maintaining the overall throughput of the
system.

2.4

Summary

This chapter presented some of the past and contemporary work on low power FPGAs.
The VPR and VPR with power model are open source CAD tools which we form a
starting point for design exploration and are extended to suit our needs. Much of
the work described in this chapter either provides a good stepping stone for the
improvements in power efficiency presented in our work or in the case of some of
the contemporaneous results provide confirmation on our approach. In this thesis,
the development of fine grain power control is taken all the way through test chip
implementation.

Chapter 3
Power Domains for FPGAs
Energy-awareness is a desired feature for hardware reconfigurable architectures for
deep submicron processes. An FPGA with several new architectural features provides
the platform for an energy-aware design flow. This chapter presents several modifications to the traditional FPGA architecture to enable energy-agile usage. These
modifications provide hooks for design mapping software to allow application-specific
energy optimizations.

3.1

FPGA Power Model

The power consumption in the core of an FPGA can be expressed as:
n

m

asiVsiCswVlDf + Psc+ PGlobalIO

eacivciCcLBV•,f +

Pavy =
i=l

Pleakage (3.1)

i=l

where the first sum represents the power consumed by the CLBs and the second
sum includes all the interconnect resources. n and m denote the total number of
CLBs and switch blocks respectively. aci is the activity factor which indicates how
often the inputs to each CLB change on average. vci is usage ratio of each block
and depends on application. f is the clock rate.

CCLB

is the capacitance of a CLB

in the worst case configuration. Therefore, aiViCcLB represents the total effective
capacitance that is switched on average per cycle for a particular CLB configuration.

VDD

is the supply voltage and it is assumed that all logic is full swing CMOS.

Csw is the capacitance contributed by the switch block and related interconnect.
asi and vsi represent the activity factor and usage ratio for each switch block and
vary by design and input stimuli.
Psc includes the contribution of short circuit power which occurs during the rising
and falling times of signal transitions. This value is typically around 10% of the total
dynamic power.
PGlobal/IO represents

the power consumed by global signals such as clock and reset

and the IO pads. Pleakage includes all sources of static power for portions of the device
that are not active. The most important variable influencing power consumption is
the supply voltage, VDD, which has a quadratic relationship.

3.2

Delay-Power Tradeoff

Figure 3-1 graphs the routing segment length distribution across a set of benchmarks.
While there is a large variance in the total length of routing segments within an
application, the average routing length is around 5-7 segments. The critical paths
tend to be dominated by the rare long paths in the design, however a majority of
paths are relatively short. This observation motivates the desirability of a scalable
energy-delay architecture. If there were a way to take advantage of the excess delay
margin on the short paths and reduce the operating voltage, quadratic power savings
can be achieved on those paths.
FPGAs are an attractive candidate for this approach since the architecture inherently supports reconfigurability. By adding the ability to configure voltage at a
fine enough granularity, the desired tuning of energy-delay on a per path and per
application basis becomes possible.
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Figure 3-1: Distribution of path lengths. Average is between 5 and 7.

3.3

Dual-VDD Architecture

In order to provide fine-grain control of the VDD in the array, both the CLBs and
switches are implemented with locally configurable voltage domains. As shown in
Figure 3-2, two power switches provide the control over which of 2 voltages will be
used by each CLB. Since related logic is packed together in a CLB, finer control of
voltage within a single CLB is not necessary.

VDDH VDDL
CFGIc

CFGL
' Shift in

L•
Carry in
Figure 3-2: Block diagram of CLB with dual VDD architecture.

The CLBs are connected to a switch fabric through configurable connection blocks
as show in Figure 3-3. There are 16 inputs and 4 outputs for each CLB. Connections
are made to the adjacent routing channels that pass by all four sides of the CLB.

These routing channels intersect in switch blocks. The switch blocks allow for a
limited number of configurable connections to be made to adjacent routing channels.
Input Select

Output Select

East
West
South
North

Figure 3-3: Logic tile including CLB and input/output connections.

The interconnect accounts for a majority of the power consumption, therefore it
is important to include power-control features in this portion of the design. The
programmable interconnect consists of buffers, passgates and the input/output connection boxes that serve as the source and destination of the signals to be routed.
In order to support a dual-VDD approach in the interconnect, it is necessary to
design the switch matrix such that there is high degree of control over the connections
established through the switch. Unlike the CLB which has four outputs and can
be designated to one power domain, the switch matrix needs to support multiple
connection paths between non-associated CLB pairs. One pair of these CLBs could be
operating at high voltage and the other pair could be at the lower voltage. Therefore,
the switch matrix needs to support both voltage domains simultaneously. An example
of voltage allocation is illustrated in Figure 3-4.
A more detailed view of the switch block design in depicted in Figure 3-5. This
figures shows a single input port connection and its corresponding outputs. Up to 3
outputs can be driven by each input. This switch architecture is known as a disjoint
switch and is commonly used in FPGAs. The configuration voltage is on a separate

Connection Box

CLB

2
Figure 3-4: An example showing dual VDD mapping of independent paths.

voltage domain and should be set to VDDH or higher to provide gate boosting for the
passgates.
In the modified switch block, support for fine grain configurable voltage scaling
is included in the buffer design. Looking in detail at the south port, it connects
to the east, west and north outputs via a configurable buffer with dual VDD. The
same arrangement is available for each of the other inputs. Care must be taken not
to enable two output buffers driving the same destination port. While there is no
hardware protection to prevent this situation, the software tools include a check of
the configuration bits to reduce this risk.
An outgoing connection cannot be reused as an independent input since this would
cause a conflict. An example legal routing assignment would be S--N, E-+W. An
assignment such as S-+N, W-+S would be illegal since the south port cannot act as
both a source and destination. The result would be two buffer outputs connected
to each other potentially leading to large short circuit currents. This potential for

S

Figure 3-5: Circuit diagram for connections from 1 south port.

contention is a common trait in FPGA designs.

Prohibiting such contentions in

hardware would require a prohibitive amount of extra resources. These assignments
are under software control therefore checks can be performed during configuration
bitstream generation to ensure conditions leading to buffer contention do not occur.

3.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the architectural design of fine grain power domains for
FPGAs. Each logic tile is a separately configurable power region. Futhermore, each
switch element within a switch matrix has selectable power control. These controls
will allow designs to run paths with large delay slack at a lower voltage yet allow
the critical path to run at the original higher voltage. With this level of control,
each application can be fine tuned to reduce overall power without reducing the clock
speed of the design.

Chapter 4
Software Support for
Energy-Aware FPGA
In order to take advantage of the hardware power controls described previously, support for these energy-aware modes must be included in the software tools used to
map applications to the FPGA. A typical design flow will be described in this chapter followed by the modifications introduced in this research. A mix of methodologies
was employed. Customiziation of existing tools and software developed from scratch
was used to create a design exploration and programming environment.

4.1

Interconnect Design Exploration

In order to gain an understanding of the FPGA interconnect, tools and scripts were
created to generate and simulate a parameterized hardware model. With these tools,
a detailed Spice-level analysis was done using a 0.13pm process technology.
A combination of Java programming and Cadence SKILL was used to generate
Spice models for the interconnect to simulate across the architectural and circuit
parameters of interest such as interconnect total length and voltage supply.
In the following graphs, the data has been normalized to respect the non-disclosure
agreement with the foundry that provided the technology files. Figure 4-1 shows the
quadratic relationship between voltage and energy for an interconnect path spanning
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Figure 4-2: Normalized energy-delay product for a length of 100 segments.

100 segments. One segment spans the distance between adjacent CLBs. The segments
include the capacitance of the input and output connections to the two CLBs that
share that segment. Recall that a segment connects two switch blocks in the FPGA
array and includes connections to the CLBs along its path. A channel is a bundle of
adjacent segments between switch blocks.
Figure 4-2 displays the energy-delay product for for 100 routing segments as the
voltage supply varies. Over this range of voltages the improvement in energy consumption increases faster than the increase in delay. However, the lower voltage levels
may not meet the delay constraint of the target application.

The measurements show the tradeoffs that can be exploited to optimize overall
energy consumption for a given application performance target. A methodology to
make these tradeoffs will use software design tools that can leverage the underlying
hardware flexibility.

4.2

Design Mapping Flow

Mapping an application to a reconfigurable device goes through several steps. These
steoss are: design entry (typically Hardware Description Language (HDL) such as
Verilog or VHDL), synthesis to create a technology mapping to the specific FPGA,
placement and routing, and finally bitstream generation. The end result is a sequence
of bits that are used to program the hardware. Verification can be performed at each
stage to ensure that the functionality and performance meet the desired specifications.
For a commercial FPGA, there are vendor-specific and third party tools that
perform all these functions. A typical FPGA design flow is shown in Figure 4-3.
The industry has provided a well supported design environment with fairly easy-touse interfaces that greatly ease the development and verification of complex designs.
However these tools are proprietary and require vendor-specific and device-specific
details.
For this research, the open source tool VPR provides the starting point for the
tool flow that will be used to program new features in the EAFPGA [23].

While

it does not provide an interface for HDL, a set of benchmarks described in BLIF
(Berkeley Logic Interchange Format) provides a means for specifying circuits for an
FPGA. Figure 4-4 shows the CAD flow for the VPR/T-VPack methodology. T-Vpack
is a timing-driven technology mapping tool that assigns groups of logic to a CLB in
attempt to minimize delay. T-Vpack produces a netlist that specifies the connectivity
between all the CLBs and the I/Os to be placed in the device.
VPR is a de facto standard for place and route in the FPGA research community.
It provides a means for analyzing the place and routing results for a specified set of
FPGA architecture parameters. These parameters are specified in an architecture file
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Figure 4-3: Design flow for FPGAs.
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Figure 4-4: VPR CAD flow.

and includes parameters such LUT size, switch box style, segment types and timing
information. By customizing the parameters, VPR provides a flexible way to study
features of the architecture. VPR is written in C and is available as open source code
from the University of Toronto.
In this dissertation, the VPR software is modified to accommodate the energyscalable architecture and to visualize the results. Two post VPR stages are included
to generate the final bitstream and prepare it to be loaded on the hardware. This
modified VPR will be referred to as EA-VPR.
The new architecture fits the VPR model with two exceptions: the dual VDD selection of the CLBs and switches and the enhancements for DA. The voltage selection
is handled in a post processing phase after the normal place and route flow of VPR.
A hardware generator for DA filter blocks was created to provide the mapping to
the more efficient structure in the new architecture. With the generator, the user
specifies the bitwidth, number of taps and coefficients to generate an arbitrary filter
size with predetermined coefficients.
The voltage assignment phase of the EA-VPR flow combines the results from the
place and route for a single VDD and tabulated timing information determined from
simulation. The goal of the voltage assignment to identify portions of the design that
can run on a lower voltage without impacting performance. By default, all paths and
CLBs are assigned to the higher VDD (referred to as

VDDH).

A timing estimate for each path is generated and a ranked list ordered by worst
case delay is created of all the paths. A data structure representing all the elements
that can be configured for power is used to track the current delay. The worst case
timing path in the design forms the baseline for determing the timing slack available.
If reducing the voltage along a set of elements would lead to a new critical path, then
the voltage is kept at

VDDH.

However, if the resulting timing is less than the original

worst case timing, then this path is assigned to
VDD

VDDL.

The algorithm for the dual

assignment is described with the following pseudo code in Figure 4.2.

The delay values for the paths are based on Hspice simulations of the various
components for the range VDD S of interest. Using thes values, the tool can create
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Figure 4-5: Design methodology for power-aware place and route.

for i = 1 to (number of paths)
begin
Calculate the delays for each path and store in array
curr_delay[i] = delay(path(i), VDDH);
Set initial assignment to VDDH
vddpath[i] = VDDH;
end
for i = 1 to (number of paths)
begin
Calculate the delay for each path using VDDL
newdelay[i] = delay(path(i), VDDL);
Compare new delay to previous delay
if (new_delay[i] > curr_delay[i])
begin
Update delay value if reassigning voltage
currdelay[i] = new-delay[i];
vdd_path[i] = VDDL;
end
end
Figure 4-6: Psuedocode for voltage assignment.

Table 4.1: Example of voltage assignment based on delay slack.
Path
1
2
3
4
5
6

#

of CLBs
50
45
30
25
20
10

Wire length
100
80
40
40
20
30

Delay VDDH
100
85
50
45
30
25

Delay VDDL
127.5
75
67.5
75
37.5

Reassign?
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

a fairly accurate model of the delays of all the paths in the design. To improve the
runtime performance of the voltage assignment tool, the paths are first sorted in
descending order of delay. With the sorted list, once a path is reached that would
satisfy the new delay at

VDDL

would be lower than the initial delay at

VDDH,

the

remaining paths would also satisfy this constraint. Therefore the remaining paths
don't need to be checked individually.
Since there are level converters only at the outputs of CLBs, all switch elements
along a routing tree must be set to the same VDD. A routing tree is defined as all the
routing segments from a source (CLB output) to all of its destinations (CLB inputs).
Once a particular section routing tree has been examined as a candidate for voltage
reduction, a flag is set so that it will not be reevaluated.
Table 4.1 provides an example of the necessary data associated with making a
voltage assignment.

To simplify the example, each path uses independent CLBs.

Each path consists of a number of CLBs and a number of routing segments which
determines the total wire length for the path. The delay through each CLB at
1 and the delay through 1 wire segment at

VDDH

VDDH

is

is 0.5. The delays for each element

increases by 50% for VDDL. The third path in this table is the first one eligible
for reassignment since its delay at
VDDH

VDDL

is lower than the critical path delay at

listed in the first row. Since the paths are in descending order of delay, all

paths starting from row 3 can be reassigned to

VDDL

since the new delays are below

the critical path.
In practice, there can be common subsets of CLBs and routing segments between

paths. Therefore, care must be taken that new worst case paths are not created by
reassigning these paths. All such paths are treated as a group and the worst case
delay among that group is used for voltage assignment analysis.
Once the voltage assignment is complete, a bitstream file containing all the configuration information is generated. The generator uses information in the architecture
to determine the size of the array.
A color coded graphical view of the results of the volatage mapping was created
as an enhancement to VPR. The graphical view shows which resources have been
utilized and the color indicates which voltage has been assigned to each resource.
Red indicates a path operating at VDDH while blue indicates a path operating at
VDDL.

Each type of assignment can be viewed individually or can be superimposed

on each other. The user can zoom in and out to see the routing and placement results
in greater detail.

4.3

EA-VPR Simulation Results

Using this new flow, several benchmarks were analyzed to evaluate the power usage
with the dual VDD
the dual VDD

design.

In these tests, the single VDD

case uses 1.8V and

simulations fix VDDH to 1.8V and vary VDDL. These benchmarks

(Figure 4-7 show that the power savings are a function of both the application and
the VDDL chosen. For example, the alu4 benchmark shows a 50% improvement in
power when VDDL = 0.9V.
The power does not monotonically decrease with decreasing VDDL. There is a
tradeoff between VDDL and the number of paths that are eligible to be set to VDDL.
The lower the value of VDDL, the better the power improvement of the paths that can
run at that voltage. However if VDDL is too low, fewer paths would not violate the
original critical path if set to that value and therefore these paths are kept at VDDHThe best power savings across the benchmarks occurs with a VDDL of 0.9V except
for the des benchmark for which the optimal is 0.8V. The elliptic benchmark shows
the best improvement of 60% at 0.9V. The average of all the best power settings is
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Figure 4-7: Benchmark results for power assignments with varying

VDDL.
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Figure 4-8: Ratio of voltage assignments with varying VDDL.

approximately 0.52 the value of the normalized power at 1.8V or nearly 2X savings
in active power.
Figure 4-8 shows a more detailed view of the assignment of the 2 voltages. As
VDDL

is reduced, the percentage of the nets that can be assigned to that VDDL also

drops. Eventually, the amount of the capacitance that is being switched at the lower
VDD yields less overall power savings.

4.4

Summary

This chapter presented the software tool flow for the EAFPGA. The contributions of
this work include the power models of the FPGA components, software modifications
to VPR to include voltage assignments for a dual VDD architecture and benchmark
measurements.

The threshold at which lowering VDDL no longer improves power

consumption is around 0.9V. The simulation shows up to 2X improvement in power
while meeting the delay constraint of the original design.

Chapter 5
FPGA Architecture Enhancements
This chapter will cover other ways to reduce the effective capacitance that is switched
in FPGAs by improving the mapping of distributed arithmetic operations and reducing the wire lengths for active components.
In order to enhance energy scalability, improvements to the logic block architecture were explored. Since filtering is a common signal processing function, a method
for scalable filter design became the target for architectural exploration. Distributed
arithmetic (DA) is a well-known technique that decomposes a multiply accumulate
operation into a series of bit-serial operations that use LUTs for storage of precomputed fixed coefficients. Typically filter coefficients are fixed or slowly varying such
that bitwise multiplication can be reduced to a lookup function. DA filters have been
implemented on FPGA architectures and often are available as predefined macros.
The design proposed in this chapter attempts to provide a more efficient CLB for
filter operations with a modest increase in area.
This chapter introduces a distributed multiple voltage domain approach that provides a choice of static voltage levels for each domain. By providing a finer granularity
of voltage control, a design mapped to this architecture should be able to adjust the
power consumption on a block by block basis. These voltage control assignments are
calculated during the application mapping phase.
The third main area of improvement partitions the design in a novel way such
that elements that do not contribute to the critical path are placed farther away to

allow compaction in area for the remaining elements. Configuration memory is one
design element that fits this category since the outputs of these memories are fixed
after the device is configured. By taking advantage of increasing number of metal
layers in submicron processes, the configuration memory can be routed in from the
periphery of the logic array.

5.1

Baseline Architecture

As described in the overview presented in Chapter 2, there is a significant amount
of research in the area of analyzing and optimizing FPGA architectures for various
metrics. The main metrics that the VPR tool was designed to explore are the routing
channel width, critical path delay, and area efficiency. An architecture comparison can
reveal which parameters lead to a smaller routing channel width to implement a given
benchmark design. Similarly, tradeoffs between delay and area can be analyzed across
different architecture parameters to achieve the optimal delay-area characteristics.
The general approach taken by the work based on VPR is to fix all architecture
parameters except one (such as segment type) and place and route a set of benchmarks. This method provides a way to isolate the effects of various parameters and
a means to select appropriate design choices for a given set of benchmarks. There
are some limitations due to some assumptions made by the tool. The tool supports
a homogeneous CLB and switch architecture and imposes limits to the way in which
CLBs are connected to the interconnect.
Figure 5-1 captures results using VPR to calculate critical path delay for 20 large
MCNC benchmark circuits across a range of wire segment lengths for a single segment
type architecture.

The curve represents the geometric mean of the critical path

delays in nanoseconds. Wire segment length is the number of logic blocks spanned by
each routing track. Short segments require multiple connections between source and
destination. A Long segment spans the row or column it occupies. Longer segments
show diminishing returns due to increased number of input/output connections per
segment. The optimal segment length is between 4 and 8 for minimizing the critical

Table 5.1: Summary of VPR parameters.
Parameter
Best value
Cluster Size
4-6
4
Segment Length
Disjoint
Switch type
Min Channel width
45-50
Block connectivity
0.25
Switch buffer ratio
0.50

path delay.

Critical Path
(20 circuit
avg) ns

1

16
2
4
8
Wire segment length

Long

Figure 5-1: Critical path delay for various segment lengths.

Figure 5-2 plots the energy-delay product. The optimal region under this metric
is between 2 and 4 and is fairly flat between 1 and 8. Long segments as expected
are not a good choice for routing signals in a large array. In practice, long lines are
reserved for global signals such as reset that have a very large fanout. A more detailed
study of cost metrics analysis using VPR can be found in [14].
Table 5.1 summarizes the results of measurements using VPR for various architecture parameters. This summary of results indicate what are reasonable values for
these parameters to minimize critical path delay and routing area.
In order to measure the benefits of the techniques proposed in this dissertation, a
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Figure 5-2: Energy-Delay Product (EDP) for various segment lengths.

baseline architecture is established that can leverage the existing VPR tool flow. The
results obtained using MCNC benchmarks show that for the best performance the
LUT size should be in the range of 4-6 inputs. Additionally, clustering of LUTs has
shown benefits in terms of minimizing the area-delay product. Analysis shows that
a clustering of between 4 and 6 is optimal. Commercial FPGAs use a cluster size of
4 and a 4-input LUT. Therefore as a baseline, an architecture with 4 4-input LUTs
and 4-bit register will be studied.

The baseline architecture of a configurable logic block (CLB) will be defined to
consist of 4-input LUTs with a cluster size of 4 and a 4-bit register as shown in Figure
5-3. There are a total of 16 inputs and 4 outputs for the logic cluster. A 4-input
LUT consists of a 16:1 mux and configuration memory as shown in Figure 5-4. The
register uses standard positive edge-triggered flip flops with reset. The registers can
be bypassed for combinational logic. The registers can also be used separately by
bypassing the LUTs.

15:0

Out

Reset

CLK

Figure 5-3: Basic LUT-based CLB architecture.

5.2

Architectural Enhancements for DA

Distributed Arithmetic (DA) is a method of implementing multiply accumulate operations (common to signal processing tasks) that is well suited to FPGAs [18]. DA
decomposes a multiply accumulate operation of an FIR filter into a series of bit-serial
operations that use LUTs for storage of precomputed fixed coefficients. For an n
tap filter, operations are in the form E~,
= xi * Ci where Ci is the ith value the fixed
coefficients and xi is the ith value of the input words representing a time-varying
signal.
By using DA, inputs can be serialized and pipelined in order to achieve any input
word size. Multiple taps can be implemented in parallel to achieve any filter length.
Intermediate results are accumulated. Figure 5-5 illustrates an example of a DA
implementation of a filter.
The basic operation splits the filter inputs into individual bits from the least significant to the most significant bit. The input data, Zk, is in fractional 2's complement
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Figure 5-4: Block diagram of a 4-input LUT.

notation as shown in Equation 5.1 where Xkb is a binary variable and XkO represents
the sign bit.
B-1

k+
Xkb2

Xk = -XkO

-b

(5.1)

b=1

The filter operation occurs in the following sequence. In the first step, the LSBs for
all taps are used to compute the first partial product through table lookup and saved
to a register. In the next step, the next set of inputs bits compute the second partial
product and is added to the previous partial product scaled down by 2 (equivalent to
a right shift by 1 bit) and stored. Theses steps continue until the MSB is processed
and the final stored value is the result for that time step.
The contents of the LUTs are given in Table 5.2 for a 4 tap FIR filter with
coefficients Co, C1, C2 , and C3. Each LUT provides 1 bit of precision of the output
and the concatenation of several LUTs provides the total partial product. To preserve
full precision, the internal accumulator needs to be the input width plus log 2 (number
of taps).

For example, a 4-bit, 4-tap filter would require 6 LUTs to handle full

precision in the worst case. Analysis of the tap coefficients can result in fewer bits of
precision than the maximum.

B - input bit precision
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Figure 5-5: Distributed arithmetic block diagram

The DA approach provides a good partitioning to make trade-offs in the amount
of hardware resources that are used as the bit-width and number of taps vary. The
throughput can be varied by adjusting the clock speed. The latency is a function of
the number of bits in the input. For example, a 16-b input will take a minimum of
16 stages to compute a new result.
The DA implementation can be parallelized for varying filter sizes and input data
widths. The number of LUTs and adders vary according to the length and width
of the filter to be implemented making island-style LUT-based FPGAs an attractive platform for implementation. These functions are all mapped on to LUTs and
intermediate results accumulated in registers. Large designs draw on interconnect
resources to tie these blocks together.
In order to implement a 4-bit DA filter stage with this standard design, 2 CLBs
are required. The first CLB determines the partial product based on the input and
the second stage acts as an accumulator. The final result is stored in the second stage
register after the correct number of clock cycles, N for N-bit input.

Table 5.2: DA LUT contents for a 4-tap FIR filter.
Address
0000
0001
0010
0011

Partial Product
0
Co
C1
Co + C1

0100

C2

0101

Co + C2

0110

C1 + C2

0111

Co + C1 + C2

1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

C3
Co + C3
C1 + C3
Co + C + C3
C2 + C3
Co + C2 + C3
C1 + C2 ± C3
Co + C 1 + C2 C 3

In the new proposed architecture, a 4-bit ripple-carry adder is included in each
CLB and can be bypassed if not needed as shown in Figure 5-6. With the adder
in hardware, fewer LUTs are required to implement a given size filter using DA. A
4-bit DA stage can be implemented with 1 CLB. This style adder is available in the
standard cell library and adds less than a 3% area overhead to the CLB design.
To further reduce interconnect resource utilization outside the CLB, feedback
paths that include a shifted version of the previous result (a simple reordering of wires)
have been included. With this design, a shifting accumulator can be implemented
inside a CLB that when combined with the LUTs can support a 4-bit 4 tap DA filter.
The shift in and shift out bits of the scaling accumulator and the carry in and carry
out bits of the adder are connected to nearest neighbors directly below and above for
an optional extension of the widths of the adder and accumulator. The width can
be extended to include an entire column of CLBs. The chain can be broken between
any two CLBs to create sets of smaller multi-tile clusters. These connections are
illustrated in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-6: Modified CLB architecture details.

The adder can be used standalone by bypassing the LUTs and using the lower 8
input bits to generate a 4-bit sum plus carry. This feature is useful when wide adders
are needed. For example, when an 8-bit adder is needed, two vertically adjacent CLBs
are configured in this LUT bypass mode with the carry chain enabled.
The FFs can also be used separately and can implement a shift register spanning
multiple CLBs. As a feature mainly used for testing, the top column shift outs are
wrapped around to the next column's bottom shift input in order to shift a string
of bits through every FF in the array to a dedicated output. The initial shift in is
shared with the configuration input pin. By enabling the shift mode and disabling
the configuration clock, an arbitrary string of bits can be passed through the FFs or
the outputs can be looped back in during verification.
Each CLB can handle 4 filter taps with 4 bits of precision. Multiple CLBs are
used to implement larger filters. A column of CLBs have direct connections to pass
the carry and shift bits in the vertical direction. For example, 4 CLBs extends the

Carry Shift

Figure 5-7: A vertical grouping of CLBs with cascaded carry/shift connections.

precision to up to 16 bits for a 4 tap filter operation as illustrated in Figure 5-8.
Alternatively, 4 CLBs can implement 16 taps with 4 bits of precision.
The critical path in each DA stage consists of LUT output, 4-b adder, 2 mux
delays and register setup time. This path is shown in Figure 5-9. The expression for
the delay (Tpd_CLB) is given by:

TpdCLB = Tpdinmux + TpdLUT + Tpdmux + Tpdadd + Tpdmux + Tsu

(5.2)

where Tpdinmux is the worst case delay through the input mux, Tpd_LUT is the
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Figure 5-8: Implementation of a 4 tap, 16 bit precision filter.

maximum propagation delay through the LUT,
delay through a 2-input mux,

Tpd.add

Tpd_mux

is the maximum propagation

is the maximum propagation delay through the

4-bit adder, and T,, is the setup time of the register. This expression does not take
into account clock skew in the system which is assumed to be negligible.
For computations wider than 4 bits, the propagation of the carry out through
the carry chain needs to be considered. In this case, the critical path includes the
propagation through multiple adder stages. There are direct carry out connections
between adjacent adder stages to minimize the carry propagation delay. The new
critical path calculation for n CLBs used to implement a 4n width adder is given by:

TpdCLB = Tpd-inmux + Tpd-LUT + Tpd-mux

+ nTp*dadd + Tpdmux + Tsu

(5.3)

where nTpd-add is the delay through n CLB adders with Tp*d_add including the

slightly increased delay due to carry propagation.
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Figure 5-9: Critical path in CLB for DA.

Figure 5-10 shows a comparison of CLB utilization for several filter sizes for designs
with and without the DA enhancements. The new architecture has a factor of 2 or
better reduction in the number of CLBs required for the DA implementation. In the
case of a filter consisting of 16-bit inputs and coefficient, 40 CLBs are required in the
base architecture whereas only 20 are used in the modified architecture.
By reducing the number of CLBs, the total energy consumed can be greatly reduced. Figure 5-11 shows the relative energy consumption for a 4-bit, 4-tap filter.
Nearly a factor of 2 improvement in energy is achieved for the enhanced architecture
as shown in the middle bar. Further improvement is possible by taking advantage of
the improved performance in the new CLB. Reducing the operating voltage to 0.8V
which provides near equal performance with the standard architecture that operates
at 1.OV, reduces the energy consumption per operation by 2.5X.
The advantage of this approach is both a reduction in the number of logic blocks
and routing paths required to implement a design using the DA method. The actual
savings will depend on the size of the implementation and the quality of the place
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Figure 5-10: Number of CLBs used for various filter sizes

and route when filters are combined with other logic.
The architecture is optimized to support units of 4 bits which matches the register
width, adder and LUT input size. In order to reduce the number of configuration
bits, the wires are grouped into 4 bits and configured as a unit. This grouping also
allows the input mux to be shallower. The input mux is implemented with NMOS
passgates as shown in Figure 5-12. For a channel width of 20, there would be 5, 4bit tracks which requires 5 configuration memory elements per side. The final input
selection stage selects between the four sides and this stage is also done with passgates
requiring an additional 4 bits of configuration. Therefore, 24 bits of configuration per
CLB are required to control input selection for a channel width of 20.
Similarly the output connections are also grouped and tri-stated using passgates.
The outputs can be configured to drive all tracks on all sides of the CLB to provide 100% connectivity. With 5 groups per side and 4 sides, a total of 20 bits of
configuration per CLB control the outputs.
Outputs can be level converted when there is a need to cross from a low voltage
domain to a higher voltage domain. An extra configurtion bit controls this selection.
When level conversion is not needed, it can be bypassed and a buffer operating at the
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Figure 5-11: Relative energy consumption per operation for 4-bit, 4-tap filter.

CLB's VDD (either low or high) drives the outputs.
As discussed previously the switch inputs are grouped into tracks of 4 wires matching the width of the CLB outputs. Thus, for a channel width of 20, there would be 5
tracks of 4 wires each per side. For this channel size, this grouping reduces the number of configuration bits from 20 x 4(numberofsides) x 2(config.bits) = 160 down
to 20+-4 x 4(numberof sides) x 2(config.bits) = 40. There is a tradeoff between this
configuration memory area savings and the loss in routability due to less flexibility
available. However for applications such as filtering which is emphasized in this work,
this grouping aligns precisely with the application's requirements.

5.2.1

Design Implementation

Figure 5-13 shows a circuit-level view of a point-to-point path in the interconnect.
In this example there is a fanout of 1 at each stage (single destination) so only 1
passgate is on per stage. Sources of parasitic capacitance include the source/drains
of other passgates connected to the same wire segment and the interwire capacitance
determined by layout to neighboring metal layers.
With HSPICE simulations, the buffer and passgate device widths were determined
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Figure 5-12: Input connection grouping from 1 side of the CLB.

in order to minimize the energy-delay product at 1.5V and temperature of 25C for
a 0.18im process. In addition, the power gating devices were sized such that the
resulting increase in delay of the buffer was kept under 10%.

5.3

Area partitioning

One observation about the design of an FPGA is that a significant amount of area
is consumed by the configuration memory elements. A large switch matrix can have
hundreds of bits of configuration. However, since the configuration is static or only
changes when the chip is reprogrammed, these configuration memory elements do not
contribute to the critical path of the design. Therefore, if the area of the CLB and
switch matrix can be reduced by moving the configuration elements to the periphery
of the array, the wire lengths inside these elements can be reduced. This reduction in
wire length reduces both capacitance and resistance on these lines thereby improving
both delay and energy dissipation. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-13: Detailed circuits for a routing path including level conversion.

An area reduction of a factor of x, yields to an average wirelength reduction on
the order of F in the linear dimension. In a 100% buffered passgate switch Figure
5-15 shows the area reduction achievable for a switch matrix supporting a channel
width of 30. Each side is reduced by almost a factor of 2. For wide channels the
switch area dominates and this partitioning will lead to a significant decrease in the
distance between the switches.
Figure 5-16 plots the difference in area versus channel width for configuration
memory partitioning of the switches. The area is in terms of number of minimum
sized transistors which is used as a reference point for relative size comparisons. The
magnitude of the benefits increase with channel width size although the improvement
ratio is roughly a constant factor of 2.
An additional benefit to separating the configuration memory is the ability to use
a separate voltage domain for configuration to enable gate-boosting. Gate-boosting
of passgates is a well known technique for avoiding the VT drop across the NFET. Not
only is the device faster, the output voltage can reach the VDD level of the downstream
PFET devices to reduce static currents of devices that would be partially on without
gate boosting.
One potential concern with this partitioning is that as the array size grows, the
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Figure 5-14: Reducing wire lengths by moving configuration memory to the periphery.

number of configuration bits that would need to be routed into it's interior also grows
which could become unroutable due to wiring congestion.

While it is difficult to

determine at what array size this would occur, a test layout with an array of 8x8 was
has been implemented. Also, a trend towards an increasing number of metal layers
will provide more channels to ease congestion. As reported by industry veterans[5],
area in FPGA is dominated by transistor area not by metal wires.

However, in extreme cases, this partitioning technique could be applied in a hierarchichal fashion so that some amount of reduced switching capacitance can be
achieved. For example, an 8x8 array can be constructed with configuration at the
periphery and used as a subblock for a larger array. In this way, short distances
still benefit by a reduction in wire length as long as they are allocated within the
boundary of the subblock. Another option is to allocate the subblock in single rows
or columns to preserve symmetry of routing along any given dimension.
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Figure 5-15: Comparison of relative switch areas for channel width 30.

5.4

Simulations

HSpice simulations were performed to measure the detailed delay and power for the
elements in the FPGA. For the custom designed cells, optimizations for transistor
widths were performed with the simulator.
Voltage sweeps were performed to characterize the components of delay versus
voltage. These simulations were used to optimize the device sizes and also to provide
detailed timing and power data used by design mapping software described in the
next chapter. A set of these detailed simulations are illustrated in this section.
The adder block is an important new element in the design. Figure 5-17 measures
the combinational delay through the adder in the CLB as a function of the configuration supply voltage. This delay includes the LUT muxes and the output muxes
but does not include any elements outside of the CLB. The delay ranges from 1.7ns
to over 3ns.
The CLB output connection block is responsible for making the connections to appropriate routing tracks in the adjacent routing channel. The delay is approximately
1.8ns when operated at 1.OV.
A simulation of the interconnect switch buffer was performed to measure the delay
for various voltage configurations. The path simulated includes two buffers and two
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Figure 5-16: Plot of switch area vs channel width with and without config memory.

passgates along a single routing track. For a supply voltage ranging from 1.8V to
0.7V, the delay varies from 0.7ns to 3.8ns.
The level converter was a custom designed cell. The delay through the level
converter is under 1 ns. However, the true overhead is less since the level converter
is also the driver for the routing tracks. The non-LC buffer is tristated in this mode.
Passgates are used in both the switches and the connection blocks of the CLBs.
They are more compact in area than full transmission gates and do not require complimentary control signals. These NMOS devices however can severely degrade performance when passing high values. A technique to reduce this impact is to raise
the gate voltage above the nominal VDD so that the source-drain voltage can come
closer to full swing. There is a reduction in reliability due to increased chance of
gate oxide breakdown if the gate voltage is raised too high. However, in this design
the nominal VDD is much lower than the rated maximum giving headroom for gate
boosting without a decrease in reliability.
Figure 5-18 shows the benefits of using a boosted gate configuation voltage for a
nominal VDD of 1.OV. Each dashed curve represents a 0.1V increase in the configuration VDD from 2.OV down to 1.OV. As can be seen, gains quickly diminish beyond a
0.3V increase. The delay to the 50% transition point goes from about 5ns at 1.OV to
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Figure 5-17: Delay of CLB adder for a range of operating voltages.

1.9ns at 1.3V as shown in Figure 5-19.
The ability to easily employ an increased configuration voltage is an added advantage of separating the configuration memory from the logic it controls. In this design,
the configuration memory is connected to an independently controllable power supply.

5.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the new architectural features for an FPGA with adaptive
signal processing using distributed arithmetic. With the adder enhanced CLB, the
FPGA is achieves a 2.5x improvement in the energy-delay product.

Finally, area

optimizations were presented by spatial reallocation of non-critical nets in the layout
of the design.

Switch size in the core can be reduced by a factor of 2. Spatial

separation of the configuration memory allows straight forward implementation of
gate-boosted voltages for improved passgate performance.
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Figure 5-18: Sweep of cfg voltage vs delay for a passgate switch.
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Figure 5-19: Voltage vs delay for a passgate with gate boosting.

Chapter 6
Implementation of EAFPGA Test
Chip
A test chip was built in order to validate the simulation results in the previous chapter
using the 0.18/im CMOS National Semiconductor process. Several challenges were
overcome in the process of preparing a dual VDD design for fabrication. Existing
standard cell design flows expect a single VDD throughout the design and these
power connections are implicit in the front end stage of the design flow. Even in the
back end tools, the automation for power connections and routing are geared for a
single rail design. This chapter describes the techniques developed to work around
these issues.
The fabricated energy-aware FPGA test chip contains 64 CLBs, 81 switch blocks
with a channel width of 20 and 128 I/Os. While modest size compared to commercial
FPGAs, this size proved sufficient to demonstrate the effectiveness of the energyaware approach and is fully scalable to larger array sizes. Commercial CAD tools
with script customizations were used to build and verify the design.

6.1

Design Flow

The chip was designed using a cell-based design flow. However, in a standard flow
using Verilog for the hardware description, the power supply and ground connections

Table 6.1: Summary of custom cells with their areas.
Cell Name
pwrgate
cclc
swboxpass
passgate

Function
Area
Dual VDD power switch 17.1 mm 2
level converter
22.4 mm 2
switch element
43.4 mm 2
quad passgates
19.8 mm 2

are implicit and assumed to be global signals that will be connected during the backend phase of the design processing. Therefore, it is not possible for the full effects of
having multiple power domains to be analyzed from the RTL description.
In addition, the standard cell libraries provided by the fab were characterized
and designed to operate at 1.8V with some tolerance for process variations. Timing
path calculations during synthesis is performed with a uniform delay specification for
all cells in the design from a set of characterizations with a choice of typical, slow
and fast process conditions. The synthesis tool will determine the best choice of cell
size and insert buffers where needed to minimize critical path delays. While it is
possible to create timing models for low voltage conditions, it would be prohibitively
time consuming for the synthesis tool to perform delay optimizations across different
voltage domains for all the possible voltage combinations.
Passgates, PMOS devices for power gates and the level converter were not available
in the standard library. Therefore custom cells were needed. Four custom cells were
designed and included with the standard library provided by National Semiconductor.
These 4 cells are listed in Table 6.1 and described in detail in this section. These cells
are instantiated as black boxes in the Verilog code to create the hierarchical design.
Essentially synthesis only determines the gates that form the CLB. These custom
cells adhere to the library design rules so that can be placed and routed alongside
other standard cells.
Once the gate-level design was verified through simulation, the Synopsys Astro
tool was used to place and route the final design including the I/O pads. In normal
standard cell designs, the metal 1 layer provides a horizontal power and ground bus.

In order to provide isolation between the power domains for each CLB, a special
filler cell with the VDD metal 1 missing was created and placed on the border of the
logic tile region. A placement script creates a rectangular region using these isolation
filler cells to step and repeat this pattern throughout the array. The gates for each
CLB are tagged with a group ID and their placement is constrained to the region
corresponding to its location in the array. For example, RegionOXO represents all
the gates for CLB in row 0, column 0. An illustration of the placement regions used
for voltage isolation is shown in Figure 6-1. The cross-shaped patterns are created
by overlapping the switch placement regions but using a higher priority. Space is
intentionally left available between the CLBs to allow for global clock and reset signal
routing.
The placement of these regions is illustrated in Figure 6-2. In the four corners
are the edges of the neighboring switch blocks which are isolated from the logic
tiles using placement blockage regions. The custom fill cells that provide the power
isolation are highlighted in the layout. These fill cells also provide Nwell isolation
between neighboring domains and ensures that the minimum spacing is met. Getting
these tile regions correct required many iterations. A script containing the location
and array parameters generates the Astro command file. The script makes it possible
to quickly adjust the tile and array sizes.
The standard practice of using alternating horizontal Vss and VDD connections in
metal layer 1 is followed within the tile region. The connections to the power pins are
created with wide metal wires and distributed with a grid of vertical and horizontal
connections. Since each region contains its own power switch, both VDDS are routed
vertically throughout the array in a regular pattern in a higher layer metal. These
power straps are routed before placement and routing of the standard cells.

6.2

Custom Cell Design

The custom fill standard cell created to add padding between voltage regions is displayed in Figure 6-3. A fill cell has no transistors in it and is normally used to connect
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Figure 6-1: Astro placement regions created to isolate voltage domains.

together metal 1 rails. Poly and diffusion layers in the fill cell help to meet the minimum density requirements. The main difference between this custom fill cell and a
standard one is the lack of VDDmetal 1 track which would normally exist along the
top side of the cell. The bottom metal 1 rail is maintained for ground distribution.
The power gate standard cell schematic in Figure 6-4 shows the PMOS widths
chosen based on HSpice simulations. Two of these cells are used in each CLB. Figure 6-5 shows the layout of the cell. These cells are placed and routed along with
the other cells in the design except that the VDDL and VDDH connections use wider
traces and are given a higher routing preference to prevent excessively long paths for
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Figure 6-2: Astro placement view of one logic tile.

the power connections.
The switch blocks are created using a custom cell that is twice the standard row
height. The switch blocks are placed with a script and are isolated from other regions
with a placement blockage area. The tristate buffer with dual VDD shown in Figure 66 forms a key component of a switch element. Each switch element handles all 4 sides
of the input/output connections for one channel. Thus, there are 20 switch elements
to handle a channel width of 20. The connections between switch blocks and the
configuration inputs are handled by the autorouter.
A schematic of the custom switch box cell in Figure 6-7 represents one set of corresponding switch ports. This configuration enables bidirectional connections between
East, West, South and North ports. There are 20 bits of configuration per switch
element. As noted previously these bits are stored in the periphery of the array and

Figure 6-3: Layout of custom fill standard cell.

routed to its destination.
The layout of the switch in Figure 6-8 attempts to spread the control inputs in a
symmetrical fashion. A metal 1 ground bus pitch-matched to the standard cell height
allows the ground connections to remain continuous even though this cell is double
height cell. The large pink and green areas are diffusion and poly regions respectively
to help meet minimum density requirements.
The level converter design widths were chosen based on Spice parameter sweeps.
The area of the cell is 15.12pIm by 7.9 2 pm. Four of these cells are required for each
CLB. Since the output is multiplexed with the non-level-converterd output, a tristate
buffer is included. A single configuration bit makes the selection between normal and
level-converted outputs for all 4 CLB outputs.
The layout for the level converter shown in Figure 6-9 is the standard cell height.
These are placed and routed automatically and are not a part of the isolated voltage
regions of the CLB. In practice, these cells are distributed in close proximity to their
corresponding CLBs and switch blocks.
Figure 6-10 is a view of the top level view of the final placement of all the cells
in the FPGA. The 8x8 core array area is highlighted. Wide power and ground rails
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Figure 6-4: Schematic of custom power gate standard cell.

are visible near the outside edges just inside the pad ring. The final two steps of
the backend processing are fill insertion and routing. These are script driven and
automated by the Astro tool.
One of the problems that was encountered using Astro involved the automated
clock tree synthesis (CTS) engine. Occasionally, CTS would violate the placement
boundaries when inserting buffers to balance the skew in the clock paths. Manual
intervention was required to fix these instances. It is important for all clock buffers to
remain on the global supply because if the buffer were in a domain that was scheduled
to be power gated, the clock tree below that buffer would be disconnected.

6.3

Summary

This chapter described the implementation approach for the dual-VDD FPGA. To
overcome some limitations of a tool flow meant for single rail design, scripts were
created to automate the workarounds. The flow takes some advantage of the hierarchy
of the design while giving the place and route tool maximum flexibility to optimize
the design. A test chip with an 8x8 array was manufactured through the National
0.18pm CMOS process.

Figure 6-5: Layout of custom power gate standard cell.
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Figure 6-6: Schematic of switch dual VDD buffer.
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Figure 6-7: Schematic of switch box standard cell.

Figure 6-8: Layout of switch box standard cell.
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Figure 6-9: Layout of level converter standard cell.

uontig
Figure 6-10: Top level layout of EA-FPGA.

Chapter 7
Test Chip Measurements
This chapter covers the measured results from the EA-FPGA test chip obtained from
experiments in the lab. As described in the previous chapter, the test chip was fabricated in 0.18pm CMOS technology to validate the energy-aware design methodology.
Measured results confirm the analysis that the techniques used can save substantial
active power.
The die photograph in Figure 7-1 shows the chip core and bond wires inside a
PGA package. The chip measures 3.3mm by 3.3mm and contains 160 bond pads.
The bond pad ring includes electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection. There are 128
bidirectional I/O pads, 8 control/configuration pads and 24 power and ground pads.
The core of the testing setup includes the fabricated FPGA test chip mounted
on a printed circuit board (PCB), a logic analyzer and test pattern generator, power
supplies and ammeters. The PCB has connections for 4 power supplies and header
connections for all the I/O and control pins.
Each of the 4 power supplies are listed in Table 7.1.
VDDH

FPGA.
VDDCFG

and

VDDCFG

VDDL

are the two high and low voltages used in the core of the

is the voltage of the configuration registers and global clock tree.

should be greater than or equal to

VDDH

since many passgates are driven

with this control voltage. VDDIO controls the voltage of the pad ring.
The pattern generator produces the configuration bitstream and clock and the input stimulus for the various experiments. The aforementioned test generator provides

Figure 7-1: Die photograph of EA-FPGA test chip.

Table 7.1: Table of voltage supplies.
Label
VDDH
VDDL
VDDCFG

VDDIo

Description
Higher core voltage distributed throughout the array
Lower core voltage distributed throughout the array
Configuration and clock tree voltage
I/O ring voltage

Figure 7-2: Photograph of FPGA test board. Thick black cables are power connections.

the data for the configuration bitstream as well as the stimulus once the the device
is configured. Configuration is achieved by serially shifting in the correct bitstream
sequence while toggling the configuration clock line. The configuration memory is a
chain of flip flops forming a shift register that is equal to the number of configuration
bits. The configuration can be verified by reading out the bitstream from a dedicated
output that is connected to the last register in the shift chain.
A typical test sequence consists of configuring the test chip, applying a repetitive
stimulus and measuring the average current. The configuration bitstream is generated
via a Java applet in the correct format to be loaded into the pattern generator. A
configuration clock and serial input programs the device. After the required number
of cycles (16868), input stimulus to the bidirectional I/O pads can be applied. The
test board for this setup is shown in Figure 7-2.

Table 7.2: Power reduction results of voltage assignment for custom benchmarks.
Benchmark
1
2
3

7.1

Simulated
53.9%
43.4%
35.2%

Best VDDL
0.8V
0.8V
0.7V

Measured
64.2%
45.9%
42.6%

Best VDDL
0.9V
0.9V
0.7V

Dual VDD Benchmark

In order to measure the benefits of dual VDD on the small number of CLBs available
on the test chip, a set of custom benchmarks were developed. These benchmarks vary
the percentage of different length paths and utilize roughly 70% of the chip. All 3
benchmarks have the same length critical path and operate at the same frequency.
While these are not functional benchmarks, their profiles can be used as a proxy
for a particular application of interest. The more readily understood structure can
potentially provide more insight.
Benchmark 1 has 60% of its routing on short paths (2-8 segments), 30% medium
paths (16 segments) and the rest are long paths (32-64). Benchmark 2 is 50% short
paths, 40% medium length paths (16 segments), with the remainder matching benchmark 1. Benchmark 3 contains 50% short paths, 30% medium paths and 20% long
paths.
Table 7.2 shows the simulated and measured results. The trend among the three
matches even though total improvements are different.

Benchmark 1, which has

the largerst percentage of short paths, achieves the best results. Benchmark 2 is only
slightly better than Benchmark 3. The measured results agree well with the simulated
MCNC benchmark results which showed an average improvement of 54%.

7.2

Other Chip Testing

A scope capture of the combinational delay through the CLB is displayed in Figure
7-3. This measurement used a single VDD of 1.OV and VDDCFG of 1.3V. The delay
between the input and the corresponding change in output is approximately 200ns in

Figure 7-3: Measurement of delay through combinational path at 1.OV.

this case.
In order to measure the energy consumption as a function of voltage, a test was
performed with a column of logic configued as an accumulator. The results graphed
in Figure 7-4 closely matches the square of the voltage as expected.
Figures 7-5 and 7-6 are oscilloscope captures of the delay measurements through
a column of interconnect operating at 0.9V and 0.4V respectively. At 0.4V, the delay
is so large that it is the near the limits of the data capture ability of the oscilloscope.

The delays of a range of interconnect lengths from 2 to 8 switches were measured
versus voltage. Figure 7-7 displays 4 delay curves with a magnified section for the
higher voltage range. The delay begins to increase exponentially as the voltage approaches the threshold voltage of the devices. The delay change is rather modest
at the higher end of the voltage scale as expected due to velocity saturation. This
indicates significant energy savings (square law) are possible for portions of the design
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Figure 7-4: Graph of energy vs voltage for 8-bit, 8-tap filter.

Figure 7-5: Measurement of delay through the interconnect at 0.9V.

Figure 7-6: Measurement of delay through the interconnect at 0.4V.

that don't require peak performance. Figure 7-8 plots the same data collected for the
previous figure but as an average delay per individual switch block.
The interconnect power was measured versus voltage for a fixed input toggle rate.
Fixing the input toggle rate for each configuration made testing and data collection
easier and allows comparison of power for equal throughput scenarios. The power
increases linearly with the number of segments (length) and drops off as the square
of the voltage.

7.3

Power Measurement

The power consumed in the CLBs was also measured. Figure 7-9 shows that the power
follows a square law under two different test scenarios. The lower curves bypass the
registers thereby gating the clock. The upper curves have all output registers enabled.

To perform mixed voltage tests, two test scenarios were devised. An example of
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Figure 7-7: Measured delay of switch elements versus voltage.
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Figure 7-9: Measured power of CLB versus voltage.

a test where the difference between paths dominated by the interconnect is shown in
Figure 7-10. Output2 represents the output from the longer path. Outputl is a much
shorter path and is operated at VDDL. With both paths operating at VDDH = VDDL =

1.5V, the shorter path consumes about 43% of the total power. Since VDDH and
VDDL

come from separate supplies, it is possible to accurately measure the current

consumed by the two paths.
The VDDL that equalizes the two delays for this test case is approximately 1.OV
and slightly more than 2.2X less power is consumed by the path represented by
Outputl compared to operating that path at the higher voltage. This power reduction
matches the expected reduction derived from the ratio of the square of the voltages
1.52/1.02 = 2.25. The total measured power when combining the two paths is 0.77 of
the original power operating at VDDH which matches well with the expected weighted
reduction which would be 0.57 + 0.43/2.25 = 0.76.
In the second test case, the paths also include a varying number of CLBs. Figure 711 shows an example of this scenario. Again Output2 is a longer delay path. With
both paths operating at VDDH = VDDL = 1.5V, the shorter path consumes about 35%
of the total power. In this scenario, the shorter path could be reduced to operating
at a voltage of 1.1V and still have the same throughput of the longer path. The ratio
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Figure 7-10: Configuration for switch dominated test.
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Figure 7-11: Configuration for CLB dominated test.

of the measured power between the high and low VDDL values was about 1.8. The
ratio of the voltages yields an expected value of 1.52/1.12 = 1.86. For total power
from combining both paths, the sum of the measured results for the high and low
voltage case yields a power ratio of 0.84 which is roughly what would be expected
for this ratio of voltages and relative contributions to overall power for each path
(0.65 + 0.35/1.86 = 0.838).
As expected, the larger the difference in the delays at equal voltage, the lower the
voltage can be dropped for the shorter path to match the longer path which leads to
lower power consumption. Also, as the difference between paths increases, the longer
path has a more dominant contribution to overall power. Therefore, the savings from
reducing the voltage on the shorter path has less weight on the overall power savings.
In another series of test, two different length filters are configured on the test chip.

One filter has 16 taps with 8-bit precision and occupies an entire column in the array.
The second filter is a 4-tap, 4-bit filter which fits in 1 CLB. Since the larger filter
requires two CLB stages to compute the 8-bit precision, its delay is almost twice that
of the 4-bit filter at the same VDD. If the array is filled with a mix of these two types of
filters, dual VDDS can be used to reduce power on the smaller filter while maintaining
the throughput that is limited by the larger filter. The large filter operates at 1.5V
while the smaller filter operates at 0.9V. Since there are 8 columns in the array and
each larger filter uses an entire column, the ratio of large to small filters can change
in 1/8 increments. These tests utilized the entire array in each case.
Based solely on the voltage ratio of 0.92/1.52 = 0.36, the expected difference in
power consumption would be
PPT + (1 - p)0.36PT

where p is the percent usage of the larger filter and PT is the total power consumed
by a design using 100% of the larger filter. The first term in the above equation is the
power contributed by the filters that remain at

VDDH.

However, the effective activity

of the larger block is somewhat lower in the second stage where only the adder is used
so the effective savings by switching to the smaller filter is somewhat less.
Table 7.3 shows how the total power scales as the number of large filters is replaced
with smaller filters. The first two columns are the percentages of the two types of
filters implemented. The third column is the measured power relative to the base case
of 100% larger filters. The fourth column shows the relative power if the above 0.36
ratio were used to compute the power. The difference is due to the slightly higher
effective activity of the smaller filter.

7.4

Summary

The test chip measurements validated the benefits of having dual VDD for active power
savings. Using a logic analyzer configuration script several basic tests confirmed the

Table 7.3: Results for filter mix test.
Large Filter
1
.875
.75
.625
.5
.375
.25
.125

Small Filter
0
.125
.25
.375
.5
.625
.75
.875

Measured Power
1
0.93
0.86
0.79
0.7
0.63
0.56
0.48

Computed ratio
1
0.92
0.84
0.76
0.68
0.6
0.52
0.44

functionality of the chip including loopback tests and combinational and sequential
logic tests. A custom benchmark developed for the size of the test chip shows how the
distribution of route lengths impacts power reduction with dual VDD. On average,
slightly better than 2X reduction in power was measured. By measuring the steady
state current on a variety of test configurations, the power scaled as expected for
interconnect and logic dominated scenarios and in the mixed filter test scenario.

Chapter 8
Subthreshold Leakage Reduction
As discussed in the introduction, a major concern in CMOS technology scaling is
the growth in the contribution of leakage power to overall power. A test chip was
developed that employs fine-grain sleep regions and uses a dual threshold voltage
CMOS process. The goals of this test chip were to validate the FPGA architecture using a full custom design flow and measure the impact of leakage reduction
techniques. This work was done in collaboration with Ben Calhoun who in addition
to subthreshold leakage reduction was also investigating flip flop state retention in
power down modes[30]. Based on these results, insights to distributed MTCMOS
design methodology including proper interfacing of sleep regions were proposed[32],

[331.
8.1

Modelling Leakage

This work was mainly concerned with subthreshold leakage which is the dominant
form of leakage in the 0.13 tpm process technology. To better understand the relationship between leakage and process technology, well known and validated equations
have been derived in this field. Subthreshold leakage can be modelled by the BSIM2
MOS transistor model [48] as follows:

Ileak

Ioe ,vth

1-

Ve

where
W

218

Io= IoCox L-The
and the designer can only control - (device width and length ratio), VGS (gate-tosource voltage) and VDS (drain-to-source voltage). The other parameters are physical
constants and process parameters.
As shown in this equation, there is an exponential increase in the drain-to-source
leakage current, Ileak, with a decrease in threshold voltage VT. VT has been reducing
to maintain peformance as the operating voltage is lowered due to reduction in gate
oxide thickness and improve power consumption.
Several techniques have been proposed to address the subthreshold leakage problem. The main techniques described in brief are:
* Stack effect - stacking FETs in series increases the effective OFF resistance
between VDD and GND rails.
* Body biasing - changing VT by biasing the body through bulk isolation techniques.
* Dual threshold voltage CMOS - uses low VT devices on critical paths and higher
VT devices on non-critical paths.
* MTCMOS - Multi-threshold CMOS includes footer and/or header devices to
cutoff the supply voltage with high VT devices while in standby mode.
This last technique, MTCMOS, is the approach explored in reducing leakage by
leveraging the existing fine-grain configuration capabilities to achieve a distributed
MTCMOS design.

8.2

Low leakage Architecture

A very similar architecture to the energy-aware FPGA was used in this low leakage
design (chronologically the low leakage design was implemented first). The design
was modified as shown in Figure 8-1 to include 4 power shutdown regions also known
100

as sleep regions. These regions were chosen since they can be configured and used
independently. Using this arrangement, for example, the flip-flops and LUTs can
be in the reduced leakage sleep mode while the adder is active. The novel use of
configuration states control these regions without incurring extra control overhead.
Shtutln

InC<3:0>

In

InB

Cin

Figure 8-1: Block diagram of MTCMOS CLB with 3 sleep regions.

Sleep footer devices provide the ability to introduce a large effective resistance to
the ground rail to reduce subthreshold leakage. The sleep devices are high VT NMOS
devices and provide an order of magnitude less leakage when turned off compared to
low VT devices without the footer. The block diagram of the adder sleep region in
Figure 8-2 shows the concept of combining local configuration information along with
global control to select a block that should be in sleep mode. All of the multiplexors
and other gates not shown in the 3 main subblocks are controlled with the global
sleep signal.
Since introducing the sleep devices adds extra resistance between the virtual
ground and true ground, VDS is not as large as it would have been without the extra
101

device. Therefore, the region suffers a delay penalty. This penalty can be mitigated
by sizing the devices appropriately. In this design, the sleep devices are sized for a
worst case increase in delay of about 10%. The device sizes were determined through
Spice simulation.
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Figure 8-2: Block diagram of full adder with dual VT regions.

A detailed schematic of the placement of the sleep devices for the 4-bit adder is
provided in Figure 8-3. To improve performance the the 4th stage of the adder was
sized to be 4 times larger than the first stages. The relative NMOS to PMOS sizings
for the adder are given in Figure 8-4.
While there was a very modest area overhead in the footer sleep devices as shown in
the layout in Figure 8-5, the ability to shutdown individual regions improved leakage
by 1.1X to over 10X in simulation depending on how many regions were shutdown.

8.3

Testchip Design

The testchip is a full custom design using a 130nm CMOS process featuring dual
threshold voltages and contains 12 CLBs plus interconnect and configuration memory
on a die roughly 1 mm by 2 mm. It has a serial programming interface.
Figure 8-6 shows the layout for the 12 CLBs and associated support logic. The
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Figure 8-3: Detailed schematic of full adder with sleep enable.

CLBs are organized into 3 slices of 4 CLBs each. A slice supports local CLB interconnections and switch boxes support longer distance connections. The slice interconnections for the test chip are illustrated in Figure 8-7.
Since this was a relatively small test chip, the configurations could be generated
manually. For filter designs, a C program was created to provide the contents of the
LUTs for the desired tap values. Scripts allowed for the easy generation of the test
pattern generator input files for configuring the device.

8.4

Test Chip Results

The test chip showed results similar to simulation. Measured active power savings for
the 3 main regions is shown in Table 8.1. Since the LUT region accounts for 60% of
the total CLB area shows the most reduction to the overall savings at almost 2.2X.
The other two regions are under 10% of the total area and achieve roughly 10% active
power savings.
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Figure 8-4: Device sizing for the 4 stages of the 4-bit adder.

8.5

Summary

Subthreshold leakage is of growing concern in deep submicron processes and will become a dominant source of power dissipation. A fine grain approach to mitigating
subthreshold leakage using MTCMOS was presented in this chapter. A test chip
employing MTCMOS and modified CLB architecture was designed and fabricated.
Measured data confirm that a significant reduction can be achieved. Over 10x reduc-

Sleep NMOS
Figure 8-5: Layout of full adder highlighting sleep devices.
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.65 mm

.92 mm

Figure 8-6: Layout of testchip design.

tion is possible when CLBs can be fully powered down.
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Switch Box

Figure 8-7: A block diagram of the CLB interconnections for a single slice.

Table 8.1: Active CLB current savings for partial shutdown by region.
Region in
Sleep Mode
LUT
Adder

Flip-Flop

Total CLB Savings
Simulated Measured
2.19X
1.97X
1.07X
1.10X

1.15X
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1.11X

Chapter 9
Conclusion
FPGAs provide a hardware reconfigurable platform to enable post-manufacturing
modification and quicker time-to-market. The reconfigurability has a significant overhead that increases power consumption. Improving energy efficiency of FPGAs is particularly important for use in portable applications. The increasing demands of user
applications has maintained pressure on the pursuit of ever-faster process technology.
Deep submicron process technology have an increasing contribution of leakage
power to overall power consumption. This increase in leakage power presents a challenge to designers targetting low power systems.
While significant research on circuit design techniques for low power has been
done, only relatively recently has work targetting FPGAs been pursued. This thesis
presented the previous results on low power FPGAs and identified opportunities for
further improvements. The ultimate goal of this line of research is to lower the barrier
to using FPGAs in power constrained environments. The ability to reduce voltage at
a fine-grain level had been relatively unexplored before this work.

9.1

Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis has presented the design, analysis, fabrication and testing for a energyaware FPGA and a low-leakage FPGA. The novel features of this work include fine
grain power domains, an enhanced CLB for distributed arithmetic, fine grain shut107

down regions for distributed MTCMOS, and interconnect length reductions by partitioning non-critical elements. Software tools were developed to assist in taking
advantage of these energy-aware features.
This thesis analyzed the impact of a dual VDD approach and validated its feasibility
through implementation of a test chip. A physical design flow was presented that
included a judicious selection of custom cells and place and route strategies to handle
multiple VDDs.

Two test chips were built to validate these approaches and to expose

any potential implementation challenges. The results confirm a 2X reduction in active
power consumption for 0.18/m design and up to 10X subthreshold leakage reduction
with a distributed MTCMOS design in 0.13pm. These test chips were the first known
implementation of the highlighted techniques.

9.2

Future Work

Both a standard cell-based design flow and a full custom flow were used in the course
of this research. Only a few key new standard cells were developed for the dual VDD
architecture. A substantial size reduction would be possible with a full custom design.
A custom design would also yield improved performance however with the tradeoff of
increased design time.
Refinement of the voltage assignment algorithm to include a more detailed powerdelay trade-off measurement should lead to improved results. Current results assume
worst case conditions not taking into account the functionality of the individual CLBs.
It should be fairly straightforward to expand the mapping tool to include this more
detailed model by expanding the database.
The standard cell library was not optimized for low voltage operation so there
would likely be room for improvement. While this work focussed on reducing power
while maintaining system performance, if performance is not important for a given application, then subthreshold operation for the optimal energy regime can be explored
with tuned libraries.
From this experience of using a synthesis design flow, it is clear that the notion of
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power should not be abstracted away in the hardware description language to take full
advantage of low power techniques. In order to do accurate high-level simulations and
architecture evaluation, there needs to be a method for including multiple or variable
power supplies in the RTL. Eventually the synthesis flow should be able to handle
multi-voltage standard cell libraries and automate the inclusion and optimization of
low power techniques. There has been some recent work in that area from companies
such as Sequence Design [19]. For ease of advancing and proliferating these techniques,
power controls should be as explicit as the handling of clocks in multiple clock designs.
An implementation of this approach in a more aggressive technology such as 90or 65-nm would further highlight the improvements in leakage for the MTCMOS
design methodology. These processes have lower threshold voltage and thus increased
contribution to power from subthreshold leakage. Additional analysis including the
impact of temperature variation on subthreshold leakage would also improve insight
into practical considerations.
Tolerance for process variation and defects is a potential area that can be exploited
with reconfigurable hardware. A testing strategy that incudes the place & route
software in the loop, could map around defects in the chip and customize delay and
power consumption information on a chip-by-chip basis. Disk drives have the ability
to dynamically avoid bad sectors on a drive. A similar approach can be applied to
large FPGAs using monitoring and dynamic reconfiguration.
Bus coding to reduce interwire capacitance effects was investigated early on in
this work but was deemed infeasible for this design style of FPGA. Bus coding would
require decoders/encoders at each CLB input/output which would add excessive area
overhead. This technique provides benefits if a group a signals in close proximity are
travelling long distances. However, the distances between switch blocks are relatively
short and signals that were adjacent in one channel may no longer be adjacent due to
routing considerations. Furthermore, the standard cell flow randomizes the physical
wire connections making bus coding difficult to implement in practice. Knowledge of
the static transitions of physically adjacent signals in the array might be used by the
place and route tool to avoid or minimize the interwire coupling effects. Bus coding
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might be applicable for special custom interconnections on the chip or for interfacing
an embedded FPGA to other blocks.
The test chip included a baseline interconnect with a fully buffered single length
segment type. For a larger array, a diversity of segment lengths is desirable. Double,
quad and full length wires, for example, would add extra flexibility to the router
for these larger arrays and lead to improved performance. Other switch configurations could also be explored. The 3D architecture analysis provides some promising
possibilities for improved design but more work is needed to better characterize the
fabrication process.
Some early work has been done in defining a 3D FPGA architecture and supporting CAD tools for such architectures. New advances in 3D circuit manufacturing
show promise for the fabrication of FPGAs by stacking multiple active layers. The
motivation for 3D integration is to reduce the distance between CLBs thereby reducing delay and power. The technology for 3D manufacturing is still under development
and not widely available. However, the use of 3D integration has a very promising
potential to greatly improve interconnect performance and power.
3D architectures increase the number of nearest neighbors from 4 in 2D to 6 as
shown in Figure 9-1. The average distance between CLBs goes down and the place and
route phase has more degrees of freedom to improve the mapping results. Analysis
of benchmarks show up to 70% delay reduction[43].
Further work is needed in design tools that can incorporate system-level power
tradeoffs that fully adapt to changing environmental conditions and include flexibility
in the algorithms, architecture and circuits. While there is open debate on the best
system-on-chip solution, it is clear that FPGAs have come a long ways from being a
glue logic solution to be an integral part of a balanced platform architecture.
Once power consumption can be reduced to a certain level exciting opportunities
exist to replace the battery with a self-sustaining energy harvesting source that can
collect energy from mechanical vibrations and other external sources. There is plenty
of work to be done to make such systems practical and cost-effective, but the future
of ultra low power electronics is very promising.
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Intr.

3-D switch with
Inter-strata vias

Figure 9-1: Block diagram of a 3D FPGA (Courtesy Young-Su Kwon).
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Appendix A
Glossary
This section provides a reference of terms and acronymns relevant to this work.
Channel - A grouping of routing tracks that span two switch blocks.
CLB - Configurable Logic Block, a unit that contains the programmable logic and
input/output connections to neighboring routing tracks.
DA - Distributed Arithmetric.
FPGA - Field Programmable Gate Array.
LUT - LookUp Table, memory used to store results as a function of the inputs.
Track - Individual unit of routing that connects two switch blocks. Also known
as a routing segment.
VPR - Versatile Place and Route. Software tool for mapping a design to an FPGA
developed by the University of Toronto.
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Appendix B
Software Guide
This section will describe in greater detail the user interface for the software tools that
were developed for the EAFPGA project. This section is meant as a guide for usage
and for further improvements of the software tools for low power FPGA development
and analysis.
Several distinct tools were developed including: hardware generator written in
Java/SKILL, EAVPR (modified version of VPR), EAFsim (a tool for generating
Verilog netlists and testbenches), EDIF2BLIF parser for converting EDIF netlists to
BLIF format, and a modified T-VPack for use in the 3D FPGA design flow.
The hardware generator scripts were created to aid the design and analysis of full
custom circuits. SKILL is a scripting language support by the Cadence schematic
capture and layout tools that are a part of the DFII design framework.
Commands to create the bitstream and testbenches for the Verilog were created
in Java. A short description of each function follows.

Configuration Stream Generator for 8x8 FPGA
-channel width of 20 (5 tracks of 4)

instance: configChip
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methods:

public void cfgclb ( int x, int y, String s, String p)
// Configures a CLB in row y, column x
// s: "default" set default string and zeros lut
//

"keep" don't change (for changing power enable only)

//

"bxxxxx" set to binary string given

//

"da" set to DA mode with shift

//

"da_noshift" set to DA mode with no shift in

//

"addreg" set to add A + B and register

//

"add" set to add A + B and bypass register

//

"addcreg" set to add A + B + cin and register

//

"addc" set to add A + B + cin and bypass register

//

"accumc" set to accumulate with cin and bypass A

//

"rega" set to register A input only

// p: "high" set power to VDDH

//

"low"

set power to VDDL

//

"off"

set power to off

public void cfglut (int x, int y, int lutO, int lutl, int lut2,

int lut3)
//Configure LUT values
// x, y: coordinates of CLB
//lutO-lut3 individual integer values representing 16 bits

public void cfgio (int n, String s, int mux) {
// Configure I/O muxes
// n: I/O pad number from 0 to 127
// s: "in"configures as input
//

"out" configures as output
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//I mux: for input:
II
0 - no connections
IXXX1 - Track 0
//

//

//

I-

XX1X - Track 1

I-

X1XX - Track 2

I-

1XXX - Track 3

I-

1111 - all Tracks

//

//

//

//

I//

for output:

I-

0 - Track 0

I-

1 - Track 1

I//

2 - Track 2

'I
//

3 - Track 3

//

//

public void cfg-cbi (int x, int y, int t[], String dir) {
public

I- Configures input muxes
I- x,y: CLB coordinates
//

//

I- t: array Track numbers (0-4) for each 4 bit input grouping
Ie.g. {1, 2, 3, 4}: in{15:12]-Track 1, ...in{3:0]-Track 4
//

//

II dir: string of length 4 indicating direction, eg. "eess"
public void cfg_cbo (int x, int y , char dir, int t, int lc) {
//Configure CLB output mux
// x,y: CLB coordinates
// dir: n, e, s, w
// t: Track number 0-4
// lc: 1-enable level converter, 0- bypass LC

public void cfg_sw (int x, int y, char src, char dst, int t,
String p)
//Configure switch block
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//
// x,y: CLB coordinates
// src: driver net (nesw)
// dst: sink net (nesw)
// t: Track number
// p: "high" use VDDh
//

"low" use VDDL

//

"off" turn off
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Appendix C
Schematics
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Core Pad Name
iopins[0]
iopins[1]
iopins[2]
iopins[3]
iopins[4]
iopins[5]
iopins[6]
iopins[7]
iopins[8]
iopins[9]
iopins[10]
iopins[11]
iopins[12]
iopins[13]
iopins[14]
iopins[15]
cfgin
cfgclk
cfgout
vss[0]
vss[1]
vddh[0]
vss[2]
vddl[0]
iopins[16]
iopins[i7]
iopins[l 8]
iopins[19]
iopins[20]
iopins[21]
iopins[22]
iopins[23]
iopins[24]
lopins[25]
iopins[26]
iopins[27]
iopins[28]
iopins[29]
iopins[30]
iopins[31]
iopins[32]
iopins[33]
iopins[34]
iopins[35]
iopins[36]
iopins[37]
iopins[38]
iopins[39]
iopins[401

Internal Pin Number External Pin Number
46
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
88
90
91
93
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

M5
M7
03
04
05
Q6
Q7
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
N4
N5
N6
N7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
N8
N9
N10
N11
N12
N13
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
08
09
Q10
Q11
013
015
P15
M15
K15
J15
H15
N14
M14
L14
K14

Dir

Core Pad Name

Internal Pin Number

External Pin Number

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
I
I
0
I
I
I
I
I
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

iopins[127]
iopins[126]
iopins[125]
iopins[124]
iopins[123]
iopins[1 22]
iopins[121]
iopins[120]
iopins[1 19]
iopins[l118]
iopins[1 17]
iopins[116]
iopins[1 15]
iopins[1 14]
iopins[1 13]
iopins[112]
vddl[3]
vddh[3]
vssio[1]
cfg_reset
vss[9]
vss[8]
vddio[1]
vddcfg[1]
iopins[111]
iopins[110]
iopins[l 09)
iopins[108]
iopins[107]
iopins[106]
iopins[105]
iopins[104]
iopins[103]
iopins[102]
iopins[101 ]
iopins[1 00]
iopins[99]
iopins[98]
iopins[97]
iopins[96]
iopins[0]
iopins[1]
iopins[2]
iopins[3]
iopins[4]
iopins[5]
iopins[6]
iopins[7]
iopins[8]

1
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
43
45
46
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

B1
D1
F1
G1
H1
C2
D2
E2
F2
G2
H2
D3
E3
F3
G3
H3
E4
F4
G4
H4
J4
K4
L4
M4
J3
K3
L3
M3
N3
J2
K2
L2
M2
N2
P2
J1
K1
L1
N1
Q1
M5
M7
03
04
05
06
07
P3
P4

Figure C-1: Pin assignments for FPGA test chip.
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iopins[41]
iopins[42]
iopins[43]
iopins[44]
iopins[45]
iopins[46]
iopins[47]
clb_shifttop
vddcfg[0]
vddio[0]
vss[3]
vss[4]
vssio[0]
vddh[1]
vddl[1]
iopins[48]
iopins[49]
iopins[50]
iopins[51]
iopins[52]
iopins[53]
iopins[54]
iopins[55]
iopins[56]
iopins[57]
iopins[58]
Iopins[59]
iopins[60]
iopins[61]
iopins[62]
iopins[63]
iopins[64]
iopins[65]
iopins[66]
iopins[67]
iopins[68]
iopins[69]
iopins[70]
iopins[71]
iopins[72]
iopins[73]
iopins[74]
iopins[75]
iopins[76]
iopins[77]
iopins[78]
iopins[79]
clk
reset
rst_acc
vss
vss
vddh
vss
vddl

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
133
135
180
178
176
175
174
173
172
171
170
169
168
167
166
165
164
163
162
161
160
159
157
156
155
154

J14
H14
M13
L13
K13
J13
H13
L12
K12
J12
H12
G12
F12
E12
D12
G13
F13
E13
D13
013
G14
F14
E14
D14
C14
B14
G15
F15
E15
C15
A15
Al
A3
A5
A6
A7
A8
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
87
B8
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8

10
10
10
10
10
10
IO
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

iopins[9]
iopins[10]
iopins[11]
iopins[12]
iopins[13]
iopins[14]
iopins[l5]
cfgin
cfgclk
cIfgout
vss[0]
vss[1]
vddh[0]
vss[2]
vddl[0]
iopins[16]
iopins[17]
iopins[18]
iopins[19]
iopins[20]
iopins[21]
iopins[22]
iopins[23]
iopins[24]
iopins[25]
iopins[26]
iopins[27]
iopins[28]
iopins[29]
iopins[30]
iopins[31]
iopins[32]
iopins[33]
iopins[34]
iopins[35]
iopins[36]
iopins[37]
iopins[381
iopins[39]
iopins[40]
iopins[41]
iopins[42]
iopins[43]
iopins[44]
iopins[45]
iopins[46]
iopins[47]
clb_shifttop
vddcfg[0]
vddio[0]
vss[3]
vss[4]
vssio[0]
vddh[1]
vddl[1]

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
88
90
91
93
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
114
115
116
117

Figure C-2: Pin assignments for FPGA test chip (Continued).
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P5
P6
P7
N4
N5
N6
N7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
N8
N9
N10
Nil
N12
N13
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
08
Q09
Q10
011
013
Q15
P15
M15
K15
J15
H15
N14
M14
L14
K14
J14
H14
M13
L13
K13
J13
H13
L12
K12
J12
H12
G12
F12
E12
D12

iopins[80]
iopins[81]
iopins[82]
iopins[83]
iopins[84]
iopins[85]
iopins[86]
iopins[87]
iopins[88]
iopins[89]
iopins[90]
iopins[91]
Iopins[92]
iopins[93]
iopins[94]
iopins[95]
iopins[96]
iopins[97]
iopins[98]
iopins[99]
iopins[100]
iopins[l01]
iopinsl102]
iopins[l03]
iopins[104]
iopins[l05]
iopins[l 06]
iopins[107]
iopins[108]
iopins[109]
iopins[l110]
iopins[l 11]
vddcfg[1]
vddio[1]
vss[8]
vss[9]
cfg_reset
vssio[1]
vddh[3]
vddl[3]
iopins[l 12]
iopins[l 113]
iopins[114]
iopins[115]
iopins[116]
iopins[117]
iopins[118]
iopins[l 119]
iopins[120]
iopins[121]
iopins[122]
iopins[123]
iopins[124]
iopins[125]
iopins[126]
iopins[127]

153
152
151
150
149
148
147
146
145
144
143
142
141
140
138
136
45
43
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
3
1

C9
C10
C11
C12
B9
B10
Bll
B12
B13
A9
A10
All
A12
A13
D9
D11
01
N1
L1
K1
J1
P2
N2
M2
L2
K2
J2
N3
M3
L3
K3
J3
M4
L4
K4
J4
H4
G4
F4
E4
H3
G3
F3
E3
D3
H2
G2
F2
E2
D2
C2
H1
G1
F1
D1
B1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
10
10
10
10
10
IO
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

iopins[48]
iopins[49]
iopins[50]
iopins[51]
iopins[52]
iopins[53]
iopins[54]
iopins[55]
iopins[56]
iopins[57]
iopins[58]
iopins[59]
iopins[60]
iopins[61]
iopins[62]
iopins[63]
iopins[95]
iopins[94]
iopins[93]
iopins[92]
iopins[91]
iopins[90]
iopins[89]
iopins[88]
iopins[87]
iopins[86]
iopins[85]
iopins[84]
iopins[83]
iopins[82]
iopins[81]
iopins[80]
vddl
vss
vddh
vss
vss
rstacc
reset
clk
iopins[79]
iopins[78]
iopins[77]
iopins[76]
iopins[75]
iopins[74]
iopins[73]
iopins[72]
iopins[71]
iopins[70]
iopins[69]
iopins[68]
iopins[67]
iopins[66]
iopins[65]
iopins[64]

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
133
135
136
138
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
178
180

Figure C-3: Pin assignments for FPGA test chip (Continued).
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G13
F13
E13
D13
C13
G14
F14
E14
D14
C14
B14
G15
F15
E15
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D11
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A13
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B10
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C12
C11
C10
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Figure C-4: Schematics for test board, page 1.
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Figure C-5: Schematics for test board, page 2.
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Figure C-6: Bonding diagram for test chip package.
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